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Abstract
This paper draws together about 20 years of research work and discovery and the 
development of a resource about pain assessment and management in children with 
profound cognitive impairment. The animation tells the story of an imagined child 
called Lily and the skills her mother uses and the challenges that her mother faces in 
assessing and managing Lily's pain. The animation is built on stories drawn from quali-
tative research findings, conversations while in clinical practice and with members of 
the general public, parent advisers and other sources. Most of the “evidence” came 
from stories shared by parents and healthcare professionals. This paper draws on 
some elements of socio- narratology and is predicated on the basis that stories are im-
portant and they can act on and with us. By using an animation to tell Lily's story, the 
intention was to communicate research findings to a wider and more diverse audience 
than the typical readership of an academic journal. The intention was to act in and on 
people's consciousness about children's pain and to strengthen relationships and cre-
ate bonds between clinicians, parents, and children in pain to make their dialog more 
social, connected, and meaningful. All three of us— the researcher, the writer, and the 
animator— have been marked and “re- shaped” by our work related to creating Lily; we 
have learned more about children like Lily and their mothers, and we have learned 
more about ourselves and our humanity. This animation is still a story in progress, a 
story ‘in the wild’, a story (and a resource) we would like you to re- tell and share. The 
story of Lily's pain aimed to change the lives of parents and children and professionals. 
Our hope is that you can be part of that change.
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1  |  PROLOGUE

The introduction of most research papers positions the work in 
the context of specific epidemiological factors or definitions of the 
“problem” being considered or relates the topic to other published 
work. This paper is strongly informed by a reflective narrative (or 
story- based) perspective1 and, thus, it adopts a somewhat different 
approach from a typical scientific paper.

Put simply, the core aim of this paper is to tell the story of the co- 
creation of a resource (an animation and information sheets) which 
aspires to enhance the practice of pain assessment in children with 
profound intellectual disabilities or cognitive impairment.

This paper, like most good stories, starts with the introduction of 
a character. In this paper, this character is Lily, who is an imagined, 
but very real— to me at least— child. Lily and her mother feature in an 
animation (Communicating Lily's Pain1). Lily was created to try and 
reach out and “touch” people, to help them appreciate the challenges 
that parents and clinicians face when assessing and managing the 
pain of a child who is profoundly cognitively impaired. Lily exists be-
cause of the children and parents I have met and worked with as a 
researcher and as a children's nurse. Where evidence comes from 
my research work,2,3 this work had gained ethics approval. Where 
the work was part of engagement and consultation, I worked ethi-
cally, for example, gaining permission from the people I engaged 
with to weave their words and ideas into my work, and as needed, I 
gained permission from gatekeepers; however, formal ethics ap-
proval for this type of work is not required within the United 
Kingdom.

I have had many conversations with parents about their chil-
dren's pain, both as a researcher and as a clinician. Like other health 
professionals, I have a whole host of stories in my head about chil-
dren I have cared for, many of them children like Lily. Lily has become 
a real child through seemingly endless hours of analyzing transcripts, 
through countless conversations with nurses, doctors, physiother-
apists, teachers, other professionals, and members of the public. I 
have carried a child such as Lily in my consciousness for years. She 
finally emerged, co- created from a mess of ideas with the help of a 
writer and an artist who have little direct experience of children like 
Lily but who absolutely understood the essence of what I wanted to 
portray and share with the wider world.

Arguably, Lily was created by the writer, the artist and I working 
together, but every pen stroke, every word, every nuance has been 
informed by the lived- and- shared experiences of parents who, on a 
daily basis, care for children like Lily. The emphasis in this paper is 
on creation in the widest sense of the word and how creativity can 
be inspired, buoyed, endorsed, critiqued, challenged, stretched, and 
magnified when working with people outside of our usual frame of 
reference.

This paper draws together an extended timeline of work and 
discovery about children like Lily, parents like Lily's mother and the 
clinicians who care for them. Some, but by no means all of the time, I 

frame myself as a narrative researcher; I am certainly someone who 
has been interested in and immersed in stories for as long as I can 
remember. As a researcher, I have triggered, possibly provoked peo-
ple to tell stories which I have listened to and with, attended to and 
learned from. I have read about narratives and have been influenced 
by Arthur Frank's writing; in particular, his work on generosity4:p25 
which explores the importance of stories and dialog for both people 
who are ill and the doctors and nurses encountering and caring for 
them. Frank's book on generosity was a catalyst to my thinking about 
and with people and it made me even more sure that the stories we 
tell each other can be enriching and lead to better understanding of 
each other and our situations. Another important influence was his 
book on socio- narratology, which unravels and reveals much about 
stories and the ways that stories affect and can improve our lives by 
“enhancing human companionship”.1,p203

This paper tells of a journey taken to tell a story through an an-
imation that requires people to pause, listen, attend, and reflect. In 
its own small way, it is an attempt to improve the assessment of pain 
for children with profound cognitive impairment. Frank notes that 
stories “act in human consciousness” (p14), and stories have capac-
ities, such as being able to “act to make life social” (p20). Although 
I did not know it at the time, my journey started with a somewhat 
fuzzy desire to act in and on people's consciousness about children's 
pain and to strengthen relationships and create bonds between cli-
nicians, parents, and children in pain to make life and dialog more 
social, connected, and meaningful.

This is a co- authored paper but, like many stories, it is narrated in 
the first person by the first author (BC), who weaves in the ideas and 
words of the other authors (JM and RY) and of our parent advisors. 
All these voices are essential to the story arc; without these voices 
being shared the story (and this paper) has less capacity to engage 
and inform.

2  |  TROUBLE: A BRE ACH IN THE 
E XPEC TED

Trouble is central to all stories; trouble is a breach in what is ex-
pected;1 trouble creates uncertainty and although we can never “get 
rid of uncertainty”5,p50 usually, we can manage it to a degree. In this 
paper, the trouble is a child in pain; more particularly, a child with 
very limited capacities to communicate their pain. Trouble is also evi-
dent in the challenges that confront parents and clinicians in manag-
ing that child's pain. Even when pain is part of a child's everyday life, 
some pains breach what is expected, reasonable, previously experi-
enced and/or managed. It is these episodes of pain that constitute 
the trouble that is the heart of this story.

Children like Lily, who have complex healthcare needs and who 
are profoundly cognitively impaired (have severe intellectually dis-
abilities or profound and multiple learning disability), experience 
pain from a wide range of sources. Typically, their burden of pain 
is high; the episodes of pain are frequent, persistent, and signifi-
cant,6,7 and increase across their lifetime. Research shows that, all  1https://www.edgeh ill.ac.uk/commu nicat ingli lyspa in/

https://www.edgehill.ac.uk/communicatinglilyspain/
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too often, many of these children receive inadequate assessment 
and treatment8,9 potentially reflecting a “double whammy” of high 
clinical uncertainty2 and low confidence10 and/or knowledge lev-
els. Unlike some other areas of children's pain research and man-
agement, these children tend to have been overlooked, with the 
body of pain research described as “small [and] slow moving”.11 
The evidence- base that does exist is inconsistently embedded 
within practice.12

Despite this, parents manage their children's pain with exper-
tise borne out of experience.3,13 When pain spirals out of control 
or a new pain occurs, parents turn to clinicians for assessment of 
their child's pain; and, among many questions, they need answers 
about the cause and implications of the pain, and they want their 
child's pain managed. These answers are not always forthcoming. 
Sometimes health professionals and parents are caught up in dif-
ferent stories; communication can seem impossible as attention is 
tuned to different facets of the child's needs. Stories told by parents 
reveal their desire to be listened to and for conversation to be en-
gaged and productive; Frank14,p16 makes the point that conversation 
(dialog) requires openness:

Dialogue opens when both are willing to become 
caught up in that other’s story, letting go of what has 
been their own story, at least provisionally.

The animation is one means by which we hope that parents and 
professionals can become caught up in each other's stories.

3  |  THE JOURNE Y TO TELLING LILY ’S 
STORY

An unexpected opportunity led me to a meeting with a profes-
sional writer (RY), who frequently uses his creative writing skills 
to help health professionals connect and communicate through 
words and ideas. For me, working with a writer to help me tell Lily's 
story opened up a whole range of opportunities. Despite having 
worked narratively, interpretatively, and qualitatively for years 
and being open to the nuances in the data I handle, I am framed by 
my nursing and health background. I am framed by the expecta-
tions of how I should write, communicate, and inform. A profes-
sional writer is driven differently and his lack of preconceptions 
about the pain that children such as Lily experience means that his 
starting point, preconceptions, and the connections he made with 
the material I shared were very different to mine. Not necessarily 
better, clearer, or more visceral— although they often were— but I 
soon learned that writers are really good at asking questions and 
digging for authenticity. Working with a writer triggered me to 
explore and explain my work in a way I was not used to. He chal-
lenged me to go deeper and work differently into exploring my 
data (stories from parents, professionals, and others), asking ques-
tions such as what colors came to mind when I recalled a particular 
story or what struck me as important to share from another story. 

He was interested in words, responses, the drama of the events, 
how things unfold, things that could be said, and things that were 
not amenable to language. Although some aspects resonated with 
the way I work narratively, they were also different. Stories and 
writing are his job and he is less constrained by the conventions 
and practices that imbue my practice as an academic researcher 
and writer. He explained that one of the requirements for good 
writing is for him to approach the project “as an innocent”. I could 
see that innocence was a good starting point although, arguably, 
no- one arrives at a story about chronic pain as an innocent; we all 
bring some preconceptions, some life experiences and expecta-
tions. And, although the scenario of parents managing the pain of 
a profoundly cognitively impaired child was unfamiliar to him, he 
carries with him pain stories from when he was a child:

When I was 4, I pulled a kettle over my head, then 
spent years having skin grafts (part of my chest still 
looks like bacon, 50 years on). I’d have painful in-
jections into the tissue and the reward for this was 
a cheap boiled sweet. I remember thinking, “it’s not 
worth it”. Those early experiences of pain are still raw 
and visceral. Following an accident later in life, as I 
looked down on my leg, weirdly bent at the mid- shin, 
I remember thinking, “this is familiar”. Pain is a subject 
that is close to my heart, as well as my leg and my 
chest.

We talked about the challenges of communicating to a wider 
audience and accepted that it is both inherently difficult to talk 
about and disquieting to listen to and/or watch pain stories unfold. 
The writer's initial reflections about pain were on the elusiveness 
of pain:

You can’t see, hear, examine or compare it. While 
everyone knows what pain is, no one can truly em-
pathise as every pain is unique. Our gut- reaction is 
to change channels to something less disturbing. The 
world of children in relentless pain is so dark, pro-
found and deeply private, it is almost unbearable. 
Added to that, the language we use to express pain is 
so woefully inadequate, it’s almost absurd.

Working with a writer opens up opportunities that are outside of 
mainstream health funding; their understanding of what buttons to 
push in terms of artistic funding can be the difference between a 
convincing application and one that fails to meet the criteria. As a 
starting point for collaboration, we applied to a theatre company to 
explore and communicate the trouble that lays at the heart of chil-
dren's pain. The application was successful and resulted in a week's 
residency working with 30Bird,2 a company that creates interdisci-
plinary performances through collaborative practice. Working 

 2http://www.30bird.org

http://www.30bird.org
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together with the director, producer, and technicians generated new 
conversations with people with no specific pain or health back-
ground, requiring me to explain the core challenges for and experi-
ences of children like Lily and her parents. This sharpened and 
refined my thinking. We created “The Mother of All Pain”, an immer-
sive sound and light installation, in which a fractured soundscape 
(including quotations from my research, sounds, and audio extracts 
from parent- driven videos) played in a blacked- out studio lit only by 
tiny spinning lights. We aimed for the installation to create an eerie 
sense of disconnection and movement that portrayed the uncer-
tainty, loss and pain of the children and their parents.15 The entire 
experience would never have happened had the writer not had the 
specific skillset to pitch the bid in the first place and the imagination 
to weave the words, sounds, and performance together. Our differ-
ent disciplinary experiences and perspectives were key to co- 
creation. The performances of The Mother of All Pain were 
successful in that they provoked a visceral response, evoking stories 
to be shared and communicating the essence of parents’ stories in a 
powerful and haunting way.

4  |  CRE ATING A STORY THAT RESONATES 
AND RE VE AL S TRUTHS

“The Mother of All Pain” was evocative but it was never going to 
reach a wide audience, so we spoke to our parent advisors, and they 
concluded that we should create something to inform and educate 
parents and professionals. They agreed an animation would bring 
together the power of the spoken word and the moving image. 
Together (researcher, writer, illustrator/animator and parent advi-
sors) we worked to co- create an animation that would represent a 
compelling, accessible narrative that would resonate with both par-
ents and clinicians and reflect the pain of children like Lily. We hoped 
that the final result would tell a story that makes people think and 
help clinicians learn about pain communication and engaging with 
parents of children like Lily. We knew that even with the support 
of the visual element it would be difficult selecting the right words 
for the script, as so much of pain communication, especially with 
children who cannot use language or signs, occurs without words. 
As the writer noted:

What interests me, as a writer, is that much of the 
communication happens between the lines: the 
writhe of a torso, the dart of an eye, it’s all “in” there, if 
only we knew the key. It’s a language issue, how do we 
translate the curve of a spine into a precise location 
that the clinician requires to isolate the pain? How 
does the mother’s metaphor, “she’s like a rabbit in the 
headlights” translate into a practical solution that an 
anaesthetist can grapple with? How does a child who 
can’t speak tell us where it hurts, when her body, lan-
guage and society as a whole all refuse to cooperate? 
How can we, the allies, understand?

The parents were clear that the script should be based on the 
quotes from interviews, for example, from my previous research work3 
and from informal conversations and engagement with parents, as 
these represented authentic lived experiences; this was also important 
to me as I felt that grounding the animation in evidence from research 
would add to its credibility.

The initial scripts or storylines were developed from quotes 
selected from both consultation work and work linked to previous 
research studies2,3 that reflected typical parent experiences such 
as “I can see in her face [that she's in pain], but the doctors aren't 
always convinced”, and “sometimes they [health professionals] 
just don't listen to me, I know his pain, they need to trust me, help 
us, we need to work together to get things right”. Triggered by 
these, the writer started to draft ideas for a story arc, script, and 
suggestions for visuals (such as red dots representing the child's 
pain). Neither of us quite knew what we expected from the ini-
tial drafts, although we agreed that “The Clear Clinician” and “The 
Friendly Parent” scripts felt a bit too arty. Engagement with our 
parent advisors suggested that in the first script the clinician felt 
remote and disengaged and in the second script the mother felt 
too disempowered and eager to please. We used their feedback 
to help shape and refine the script and to make the middle and 
end sections less metaphorical. As we continued to collaborate, 
we edged our way towards something that felt right. We knew we 
were telling a story, but we did not want it to be a work of fiction. 
As the writer noted, “the last thing you want is a parent saying, 
‘that would never happen’ because in that moment, the illusion is 
shattered”.

Our story arc reflected a mother explaining how she knows 
when her child is in pain, how she can usually manage the pain fine, 
but turns to clinicians when the pain is new or getting worse. She 
explains that the best clinicians reach out to her expertise and listen, 
look and learn from her and how, joining forces, parents and clini-
cians can work things out. This simple message was a distillation of 
the core messages that parents had shared with me and that reso-
nated strongly with our parent advisors. The script started by intro-
ducing the child we had tentatively called Lily and positioned her as 
being loved and beautiful but requiring care for her complex needs. 
This positioning reflects nearly every interview I have undertaken 
with parents, as parents always start by talking about what is special 
about their child before talking about their child's needs. Our parent 
advisors provided feedback that this was “absolutely the right place 
to start”. When we reviewed the script it was clear that it also incor-
porated the key capacities of stories (e.g, trouble, character, point 
of view, suspense, inherent morality, resonance, and truth telling) 
indicated in Frank's work on socio- narratology.1 We also included 
potential prompts for the visuals, as we can see in this extract from 
the start of the script:

This is Lily.
(A childish drawing of a happy little girl)
She's wonderful, and beautiful, and I love her to bits
(She has a balloon)
But she’s not like other kids
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(Lines are scratched on the balloon, so it becomes a medical drip. 
Lily’s body shrinks a little and distorts).

Working with the animator (JM) now began in earnest and 
although we had suggested visual prompts, his visual sensitivity, 
imagination, skillset, and his emotional response to the script re-
sulted in a series of evocative sketches. He was moved by “learn-
ing how doctors and families try to read the pain of children who 
are unable to communicate” and he wanted to convey the com-
plexity of that challenge through his drawings. In the same way 
that the initial scripts had not been quite right, some of the initial 
drawings of Lily needed refining to reflect the context of a child 
with complex healthcare issues more accurately. We engaged with 
our parent advisors to get a sense of their response to these early 
sketches, and he drew on my feedback about where his prelimi-
nary visuals either worked or needed changing to ensure a sense 
of authenticity. He also incorporated some of his own family ex-
perience, and with consent from Gemma, he shares his story for 
this paper:

My adult experience of children with complex dis-
abilities is very limited. When I was a lot younger, 
my cousin Annabelle was born with cerebral palsy, 
and died around the time I went to secondary 
school. My memories of Annabelle are very sketchy, 
and I know she could communicate to some extent. 
However, I tried to keep her in mind when creat-
ing the character of the child in the animation, re-
membering her position, her chair and her features. 
I hadn’t thought of Annabelle in many years, so it 
was lovely to be able to look back and bring her to 
life in drawing and to learn of some of the things 
that Annabelle and her mum Gemma would’ve been 
experiencing.

His idea to use a black background and chalk as the basis for the an-
imation was inspired by the blacked- out performance of The Mother of 

All Pain, creating a connection with that work. He was also compelled 
to create something “delicate” and sensitive:

It was also a challenge to give the visuals the same 
sensitivity and warmth of the script and the re-
search. Rather than my usual animation style which 
could have been a bit too cartoonish this required 
something more delicate. I tried to do this by using 
simple lines, and a more traditional frame- by- frame 
style.

The animation was coming together; it was becoming more 
compelling, and the story arc we had imagined was working. 
Communicating via an animation is very different to communicating 
via academic papers or presentations. The script was composed of 
around 250 words; much of the message lay in the way in which the 
images added depth and meaning and filled the gaps without the 
need for language. This was achieved through an animation com-
posed of roughly 1400 hand- drawn frames; this was an intense, 
manual and analog process (see Figure 1 for examples of images). 
The animator notes that he became “totally immersed in the mak-
ing of Lily's Pain” and he hopes that this “helped to create an im-
mersive experience for the viewer too”. The writer reflected that 
the “incredibly labor- intensive style of animation with every frame 
hand drawn…. mirrors the diligence of the parents” in caring for their 
children.

Hours of work later, we had the final silent animation, but we 
still needed a voiceover. Although we had considered working 
with a celebrity, which could have resulted in greater publicity, our 
parent- advisors guided us to have the voiceover performed by a par-
ent with lived experience. We invited one of the WellChild Parent 
Ambassadors, whom I knew through my work with WellChild and who 
I anticipated would bring her own experience and a genuine warmth 
to the narration. The final part of the jigsaw was in place when she 
agreed to do the voiceover; the animator provided support and guid-
ance to her when she performed the script in a studio near her home.

F I G U R E  1  Selected images from 
“Communicating Lily's Pain” animation
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5  |  GAINING PERSPEC TIVE AND 
COLL ABOR ATING WITH PARENT ADVISORS

Engaging with experts by experience and securing public and pa-
tient involvement and engagement (PPIE) including children and 
their parents16 is now considered to be a fundamental practice 
within health research, service development and policy,17 even if 
some researchers view it with cynicism and ambivalence.18 For me, 
the benefits of engaging with parents always outweigh the chal-
lenges, as their insights and lived experience ground my research 
and its outputs. I also believe that good PPIE (e.g, respectful, au-
thentic, collaborative, responsive, engaging) can have benefits 
for those participating. It is a clear means by which parents can 
shape practice, policy, inform knowledge, or in this case, develop 
a resource for informing, teaching and guiding other parents and 
professionals.

Although the development of the Lily's Pain resource was not 
a research study, I was keen to continue to collaborate with a 
group of (WellChild Family Tree3) parents whose children have ex-
ceptional health needs. This group consists of a core of parents 
who I had worked with for various projects and studies over many 
years; some of the parents had contributed to an advisory panel 
for a prior pain study.2,3 We worked with this fluid group of parent 
advisors (mothers and fathers) from the inception of the project 
and developed an agreed plan for how and when they would con-
tribute their ideas and critique our work. I knew that their lives as 
parents caring for child with profound cognitive impairment were 
busy, sometimes fraught and full of challenges (as well as rewards), 
so I wanted to ensure that they did not feel under pressure to en-
gage with me, so WellChild's Head of Family Services acted a con-
duit to the parents. The parents were clear that they preferred to 
work remotely as this meant that they were able to respond to our 
requests at a time that suited them, and which fitted in around 
their family routine and their child's care. Our agreed consultation 
plan focused on engagement with parent advisors at the following 
timepoints: (1) prior to making the decision to create an animation 
to determine if an animation could be a valuable resource and the 
broad purpose of the resource; (2) at first good draft of the script; 
(3) at first good draft of the story board; (4) at pre- final version of 
the animation; and (5) during dissemination. Each of these time-
points were seminal moments to the development of the 
animation.

We engaged with our parent advisors via short surveys com-
prised of focused open and closed questions that created oppor-
tunities for mothers and fathers to provide feedback on the things 
they liked and things that needed to be changed or considered 
further. We asked our parent advisors questions such as “Does the 
script resonate with your experiences?”, “How could we improve 
the visuals in the storyboard?”, “Do you think that the script/sto-
ryboard are likely to work for both intended audiences (parents 
and professionals)? If not, what could we change?” We also asked 

about the focus being on a mother and child rather than a father 
and child. This was important as, although most research evidence 
has been built on engagement with mothers, we knew from our 
wider engagement work that there are many fathers dedicated 
to caring for their child with complex healthcare needs, and pain- 
related decisions are often made jointly between mothers and fa-
thers. The final decision was made by our parent advisors, who 
agreed that the animation could not represent everything. One of 
the parent advisors— a father— agreed that it was “reasonable” for 
the main parent character to be a mother.

Our parent advisors also guided us on language, the focus of the 
message, whether the voiceover should be done by a celebrity, an 
actor, or a mother with lived experience, the need to emphasize the 
mother's skill in assessing her child, whether the choice of Lily as the 
child's name was appropriate, and ideas for the title of the animation. 
Feedback about the final version of the storyboard was emphatic 
about it “resonating with me, powerfully”. Our initial concern that an 
animation might be at odds with conveying an authentic portrayal of 
a child's pain and the mother's distress was set aside by parents who 
noted that it reflected their reality:

This is exactly what we are dealing with right now and 
normally I don’t think graphics like this get it right, but 
this really has, well done!

We valued positive feedback as it helped us feel we were 
heading in the right direction but, even more than this, we valued 
parent feedback that suggested we had got things wrong and/or 
needed to rethink things. One mother's feedback on an early ver-
sion on the storyboard led to an important revision in one part of 
the storyboard:

I like the whole thing [storyboard], but on first watch 
–  when the mum picks the child up at the end of 
page 4 and Lily stays on the chair, I thought the child 
had died –  obviously not, but not sure if anyone else 
thought of that.

At key points, we also engaged with around 90 professional stake-
holders (eg, children's pain nurse specialists, pediatricians) face- to- face 
at conferences and pain study days and remotely by email via pain net-
works. This engagement aimed to ensure that the storyline, visuals, 
and feel of the storyboard resonated with them. We gained positive 
feedback from these stakeholders who were keen to see the final 
animation.

6  |  LET TING THE STORY OUT INTO ‘THE 
WILD’

Once the animation “Communicating Lily's Pain; parents and pro-
fessionals working together” was completed, we also co- created 
two information sheets (one for parents and one for health care  3https://www.wellc hild.org.uk/suppo rting - you/conne cting - famil ies/

https://www.wellchild.org.uk/supporting-you/connecting-families/
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professionals) which provide more detailed information, advice, and 
guidance on assessing pain. The animation and leaflets are all free 
to download (https://www.edgeh ill.ac.uk/commu nicat ingli lyspa in/). 
Our work now turned from creation to dissemination and evalua-
tion. Dissemination is the point at which the resource goes public, 
becomes part of the universe of knowledge and the stories it gener-
ates are “out in the wild” and outside of the control of the original 
creators. The three core collaborators were responsible for creating 
the story of “Lily's Pain” and, although it was based on the stories 
of parents and our collaboration with parents, we were aware that 
stories can be interpreted in different ways. We knew that arts- 
based methods, such as our animation, are synergistic knowledge- 
translation strategies.19 We wanted our animation to inspire the 
people who viewed it; we understood the power of stories to teach. 
Frank1, p25 notes that:

The storyteller speaks, but the story teaches –  a com-
plex synergy.

Our dissemination has occurred though social media, confer-
ences, via the WellChild website, through contact with parents and 
professionals, via study days and through informal conversations. 
“Lily's Pain” is being used in induction sessions about children's 
pain within hospitals and in teaching sessions in universities. It has 
also occurred through academic papers,15 thus closing the circle 
which started at academic dissemination. We gained endorsement 
for the resource from the Royal College of Nursing in the United 
Kingdom.

We have encouraged feedback via a simple evaluation survey 
on our webpage and also received direct feedback from parents 
and professionals via email etc. Almost all of the feedback has been 
positive (https://doi.org/10.25416/ edgeh ill.13554632); typical 
comments suggest that it is an “eloquent testimony,” and has “pro-
voked an emotional response” from parents. One comment was:

Oh, this has well and truly left me in tears. Here’s a 
video that actually confirms what us parents have 
known all along… “we just know.” I can relate to this 
on so many levels. I’m going to share it with my daugh-
ter’s palliative care team at the hospice so they can 
use it in their teaching. Thank you so much for sharing 
this

Healthcare professionals have also responded positively, for 
example:

As a children's nurse of 30 years I am experienced in 
this area but feel that this video says it all in a few 
minutes and in a lovely thought- provoking and appro-
priate way.

Some feedback has suggested disappointment that the animation 
was not more detailed or directive or longer (it is 2.26 minutes long). 

We agree that the animation does not provide specific detail, although 
with a tiny budget we had insufficient resources to create something 
that would be a detailed teaching tool. Our aim had always been to pro-
voke people to think with and about Lily's story. We wanted healthcare 
professionals to examine their conscience and ask themselves if they 
could do more or act better. We hoped that watching the animation 
would help parents feel that their experience and expertise were im-
portant and that it would support them to continue to be their child's 
pain advocate.

7  |  CONCLUSION

Using an animation as a means of complementing academic research 
findings aimed to communicate to a diverse audience using an arts- 
based approach. We hoped that it would generate discussion and 
provoke meaning making for the viewers. Our animation was one 
way of telling the story of children like Lily and her mother. This 
animation worked with the stories that parents had told me and we 
shared them as a way of both honoring their stories and also a way of 
asking other people to care about and learn from Lily's story. Lopez20 
writes:

The stories people tell have a way of taking care of 
them. If stories come to you, care for them. And learn 
to give them away where they are needed.

I believe that everyone involved in creating Lily, whether through 
the initial research, the immersive soundscape, or through the anima-
tion and information leaflets, has been touched by the experiences of 
children like Lily and their parents. The writer reflected that these par-
ents are “ordinary and extraordinary” and that their stories (within the 
research data) reveal:

The years of sleepless nights and the small practical 
important decisions that bit by bit, improved the life 
of their child. Thousands and thousands of hours 
compressed into one weary expression, softened 
with kindness and the fluent knowledge of their 
craft…I look up to those parents. They are veterans 
of love.

We have all been marked and “re- shaped”21 by our work related 
to co- creating Lily and by the opportunities to learn from each oth-
er's disciplinary approaches, perspectives, and insights. Our hope 
is that, in a small way, this contribution to the body of work about 
noncommunicating children like Lily will communicate something 
important about their pain. Although the animation and the informa-
tion sheets will not change (until they are revised), they are dynamic 
starting points for new stories to be told and shared “in the wild”. 
Our hope is that the story of Lily's Pain will help to change the lives 
of parents and children and professionals. Our hope is that you can 
be part of that change.

https://www.edgehill.ac.uk/communicatinglilyspain/
https://doi.org/10.25416/edgehill.13554632
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